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Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) is a 
corporation of economic character, run on a 
commercial basis and fully owned by the State. It is 
one of the world’s major oil & gas companies and its 
activities are focused on petroleum exploration and 
production, re�ning, marketing, petrochemicals, 
and transport.
KPC’s mission is to manage and operate these 
integrated activities worldwide in the most ef�cient
and professional manner, in addition to growing 
shareholder value whilst ensuring the optimum 
exploitation of Kuwait hydrocarbon resources.
KPC has an important role in contributing to the 
support and development of the Kuwaiti economy, 
developing national manpower, maintaining 
superior commercial and technical expertise and 
proactively managing the environmental, health 
and safety aspects related to KPC’s businesses.

A semi-annual publication
Kuwait Petroleum Corporation
Tel: (+965) 1 85 85 85
P.O. Box 26565, Safat 13126, Kuwait

Introduction
Passion.  The driving force of commitment, 
innovation and creativity.  With passion, one can 
achieve the impossible and persevere against 
challenges and obstacles.  The passion to succeed, 
to pay it forward, to make a difference and to inspire 
is undoubtedly at the root of all success stories and 
accomplishments.
In our premier issue, we wanted to spotlight some 
of the inspiring personalities at KPC who constantly 
put their passion at the heart of everything they do.  
We interviewed leaders of the oil sector to learn 
more about what drives them to take on such 
immense responsibilities all the while ensuring 
that progress and development are constant; we 
met with highly motivated employees who come 
to work every day with the desire to make positive 
changes and contribute in more ways than one; 
and we sat with people who strive to make Kuwait 
and the world a better place through their charitable 
contributions and volunteer work.
Through the pages of our newest publication, we 
aim to shed light on the impressive talents and 
giving nature of KPC family members and inspire 
others to embark on similar journeys to �nd that 
spark of passion which makes all the hard work 
worthwhile.
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In his last interview before bidding farewell to the oil sector, the 
sector that he loves and genuinely cares for, Bu Ahmad looks 
very weary yet content. 

ver since he resigned his position as the KPC’s C O in the 
year 2 , he was a strong contender to be the next minister. et 
he declined the position every time, preferring to enjoy the uiet 

retirement years with his family, children and two adorable grand 
children who are his source of joy and pride. 

any know Bu Ahmad as a great inspiring leader, but people who 
know him closely vouch that he never sought power, position or 
wealth. e is a man who truly appreciates the small and simple 
things in life: the laughter of his grandchildren, the company of 

m Ahmad his life partner, bird watching during migration season, 
the weekly book discussions he holds with his children, the �rst
sip of a piping hot tea with milk in the morning and the �rst bite 
of a hot apple pie smothered in ice cream as a treat after dinner, 
a riveting history book and listening to his favorite religious radio 
show before Thuhur prayer.  
Bu Ahmad represented a uni ue leadership style that many 
have tried to imbibe and follow. A veracious reader, he was uite 
progressive and in tune with the times continuously encouraging 
new work methodologies and groundbreaking initiatives. is awe-
inspiring long career is illuminated with several achievements, 
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initiatives and projects that cemented the pro�le of the Kuwaiti 
oil sector. 

et what he will forever be known for and his lasting legacy is his 
great humanity. ever in the history of the oil sector has a leader 
been this approachable and close to his staff, almost like a big 
brother to all. e was very down to earth, memori ed people’s 
names and made sure to greet everyone, unfailingly made 
it a point to perform prayers with the staff members, paid his 
respects during obituaries of their close family members, gave 
them a reassuring phone call if a family member is gravely ill, and 
initiated social events that extended bridges of communication 
and broke the routine. e was a people’s person who loved 
reaching out to people and be surrounded by them. 
In a past interview, he said that what kept him up at night was 
ensuring a better work environment for his staff, beccause he 
felt a deep sense of responsibility and was on a genuine uest 
to instill a one team spirit. In his approach to any position he 

held, he relentlessly tried hard to focus on the work aspect and 
simultaneously allocated his time and efforts to create a healthy 
work environment where employees felt appreciated and listened 
to.  is leadership was very subtle, and not too overbearing, a 
great listener who did not hesitate to speak his mind and believed 
in team work. e admirably derived the best out of people and 
inspired them to shine and excel. 

ow that his journey in the oil sector has ended, Bu Ahmad says 
that he is looking forward to reconnecting with his family and 
truly enjoying the bliss and warmth of the family life and says he 
strongly believes that his beloved oil sector is in safe hands.
In re�ection and despite the upheavals, sleepless nights, and the 
toll of the long work hours on his health he still cherishes every 
second that he spent in the oil sector saying that Kuwait deserves 
every sacri�ce that we can offer, and that he is extremely happy 
with the wealth he accumulated throughout his journey of 
invaluable friendships and ac uaintances. 
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These exceptional women have forged their own 
authentic path  taken a hard, unpaved road 
that goes against the grain and demanded a 
tremendous show of strength, commitment and 
perseverance.
Through our interviews for this two-part series with 
these extraordinary women leaders we have come 
to realise that whatever the gender, the ualities 
of a good leader remain the same - resilience, 
tenacity, dedication, curiosity and an insatiable 
desire to affect positive changes in their respective 
�elds - and it s these ualities that will see future 
women leaders continue to shine.
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Al-Obaid’s warm welcome and candid, sincere 
responses were pleasantly surprising.  She spoke 
openly about her rise to the top and acknowledged 
those who guided her throughout her career.  Al-Obaid 
is the personi�cation of a self-made woman who 
worked hard to climb to the top of the corporate ladder 
and says she believes that one should learn from 
positive and negative experiences alike because, she 
says, this will help shape one’s sense of direction  and 
allow them to make informed decisions.

The  started her career as a chemical engineer 
in the Planning epartment which she considers her 
�rst school  because she says she learned many 

important lessons while working there, which helped 
her tremendously in reaching her current position. 

Working in the Planning epartment was a signi�cant
point in my career as I believe it really contributed to my 
success later on,  she says.

Al-Obaid moved to Supply Operations after working in 
the Planning epartment and identi�es this move as a 
turning point in her career because she says it allowed 
her to expand her knowledge and gain more experience 
in another section of the International arketing 
Sector.  Al-Obaid says she was fortunate to have the 
opportunity to work in almost all the departments in 
International arketing during her years at KPC.

rom a very young age, Al-Obaid says, she was never 
one to place herself in a box  by choosing a speci�c
profession.  Instead, she adds, her dream was always 
to become successful and accomplish things that 
would make her proud.

I don’t recall myself wanting to become an engineer 
or a doctor or anything like that.  I always told myself 
that I wanted to reach whatever I can and do the best 

ona 
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I can to capture any opportunity 
that would bring about success,  
she says, adding that one should 
never associate level of success  
with a position but instead with self-
satisfaction.

Since joining KPC, Al-Obaid has 
had countless successes and has 
led several teams and projects. 
While recounting key milestones 
of her career, Al-Obaid pauses and 
smiles to declare that she does not 
like to single out her achievements 
because she says she considers 
every goal she achieves, whether 
big or small, an accomplishment on 
its own.

Al-Obaid says that the secret of 
having a successful career or 
becoming a successful leader is to 
respect and adhere to the rules of 
the workplace, noting that becoming 
a  has not changed her 
commitment to her work  she still 
makes sure to arrive to work on time 
and devote herself entirely to any 
tasks at hand.

Al-Obaid further says that all the 
success and accomplishments that 
she has achieved throughout the 
years would not have been possible 
without the constant support and 
help of her family, describing herself 
as divinely blessed  and lucky  to 

have a husband and family members who are always 
there for her, no matter what.

Being in a leadership position is not easy; you have 
to juggle family life and work life and deal with a lot 
of stress.  Work can get very demanding  I am 
extremely grateful to have siblings who would welcome 
my children with open arms and take care of them 
whenever I needed to travel on business trips,  she 
says.

Al-Obaid adds that she maintains a close relationship 
with her family members and makes sure to attend all 
family gatherings and functions, despite her demanding 
schedule and busy life because family always comes 
�rst .

Al-Obaid says she raised her children to be independent 
and has taught them to recogni e how to make the right 
decisions on their own - commenting that she believes 
in empowering children and encouraging them to be 

self-reliant because it strengthens their personalities, 
she says.  Al-Obaid adds that the parenting system 
she chose has helped her balance work and family 
life because she trusts her children to always make 
the right choices.  onetheless, her relationship with 
her children is very strong and she makes sure to stay 
updated about every detail in their lives.

inding the balance between work and family life is not 
an easy feat.  ou have to be organised and learn how 
to manage your time,  she says.

Al-Obaid also cites the work-life balance as one of 
the barriers to female leadership because she says 
women have the responsibility of being the caregivers.  

owever, she says that women now are freeing 
themselves from the idea that they can’t have both: a 
successful career and a great family life.

I think women have come to understand that having 
it all is possible because they have more support from 
family members,  she says.

With that being said, Al-Obaid says that nowadays 
nothing stands in the way of a woman becoming a 
leader if she has a true desire to realise her ambitions, 
stating that even after reaching her position she still 
sets goals and ambitions for herself.
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hadeer Al- adfan is one of the few who possess this 
uality and fre uently exhibits her desire to commend 

anyone deserving of acknowledgement through her 
leadership style.  auded as one of the most loved 
managers at KPC, Al- adfan is the true embodiment 
of a charismatic leader with a compelling vision for the 
future of her department. This manager is continuously 
inspiring her employees to take part in something bigger 
than themselves, and her strong emotional impact on 
them aids her in motivating her team to work towards 
making the vision a reality.

I believe that employees need to be comfortable 
in their work environment to be productive 

and creative.  otivating employees through 
something that could be as simple as a 
note saying thank you could change their 
entire outlook on how they should be 
working. Those in a leadership position 
have the responsibility of taking care of 
their subordinates’ morale and this is 
what I am trying to do,  she says.

Al- adfan speaks fondly of her 
staff members and professes her 
happiness with the great group 
of people  that she says always 
strive to present the best ideas and 
initiatives and aim to reach their full 
potential.  ecogni ing the fact that 
employees spend more time at work 
than at home with their families, Al-

adfan says this is the main reason 
why she places much emphasis on 
creating a positive and collaborative 
atmosphere that would permeate 
throughout her department which 
is notably the largest department at 
KPC with a total of  employees.

All the employees in my department 
are great  they really are.  owever, 
I still push them to give me more and 
to strive to become outstanding and 
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the merit appreciation system that we have adopted in 
the department has truly helped in that area,  Al- adfan 
says.

The mother of two stresses the importance of maintaining 
good relationships with everyone because one might 
eventually cross paths with them in the workplace.  Al-

adfan also placed emphasis on the importance of 
friendships and recounted her own memories with her 
longtime friends: ada Al-Sumait anager Product 

evelopment & uality Control, former employee btihal 
Al- isf and adia Al- ajji anager Technical Services in 
Shuaiba (K PC).

y friendship with ada, btihal and adia is very dear 
to my heart.  I’ve known them since high school and we 
grew up together.  Our families know each other  very 
well and our lives have been very much intertwined  we 
went to the same college, worked in the same place,  
and after a pause Al- adfan smiles presumably recalling 
warmhearted memories and adds they’re like sisters to 
me .

eading a busy life with work and family commitments, 
Al- adfan still manages to �nd the time to be involved in 
social and educational organi ations aiming to counsel 
and mentor teenage girls into becoming responsible world 
citi ens mastering the art of giving back and volunteering.  
A highly involved member of Bayader Al-Salam Society 
and shra  Center for irls, two proli�c volunteer and 
charity organi ations, Al- adfan says offering guidance 
to young girls is one of her life’s passions.

I am very interested in this age group (16-2 ) because 
I believe these ages are crucial stages in personality 
development and coaching young girls to be responsible 
and be involved is very rewarding,  she says.

 Al- adfan attributes her success in both areas, work and 
her second life , to the constant support of her husband 
and family because she says if a woman is not blessed 
with a partner who is open-minded and understanding, 
she would �nd some dif�culty in balancing both worlds.  
Another key to success, she says, is knowing when to 
delegate because you simply can’t do everything . Al-

adfan says asking for assistance especially from her 
mother helps her in maintaining a close relationship with 
her two young boys as she does not feel exhausted from 
juggling work, family, and other commitments.  

I like to become more of a friend to my boys than a 
mother because this approach allows me to be closer to 
them,  she says.

evertheless, Al- adfan says, the workplace is never 
free of stress or pressures but she says she is able to 
control her feelings and overcome straining situations 
through her daily morning dose  of the oly uran.

eading part of the oly uran every morning calms 
me and gives me a sense of serenity which helps me 
in dealing with crises at work in a cool and collected 
manner,  she says.

In fact, Al- adfan adds, that if she was not working in 
the oil sector, she would be offering uran recitation and 
study classes because she says she believes everything 
that she has been divinely blessed  with came from her 
strong attachment to the oly uran.
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reat employees are reliable, dependable, 

proactive, diligent, great leaders and great 
followers; they possess a wide range of easily-
de�ned - but hard to �nd - ualities.

A few hit the next level. Some employees 
are remarkable, possessing ualities that 
may not appear on performance appraisals 
but nonetheless make a major impact on 
performance.

ere, we delve into these outstanding 
personalities to learn more about what motivates 
them to come to work every day ready to make a 
difference and leave a mark.
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Sanasiri joined KPC in 2 2 after formerly working at KOC 
as a technical engineer and later on completely changing his 

career to work in the uman esources epartment (Career 
evelopment ivision) because, he says, he realised that his true 

passion is to work with and train people.  Sanasiri participated in 
a plethora of training courses to get certi�ed in his new line of 
work and went on to occupy many positions within the training 
and career development �eld.

uring his time at KPC, Sanasiri has also been employed in 
several positions across the Planning and Career evelopment 
Sector and has headed and been a part of many successful   
teams and projects.

usain anasiri
In�nite s ir tions

I like change, it gives me the opportunity to take part in new 
things and learn more about the �eld that I love  I don’t like 
routine work because I feel it doesn’t give a person room to be 
creative,  he says.

While detailing the speci�c training experiences he has had 
throughout his career, his passion and drive becomes evident.  
Sanasiri talks about how fortunate he is to be working in a 
�eld that is truly in line with his passion and as he recounts the 
numerous projects that he has worked on, the joy he feels to 
be coming to work every day shines through.

It’s a great feeling to get in your car and look forward to 
coming to work because you believe it’s a place that allows 
you to pursue your ambitions,  he adds.

Sanasiri is praised by his colleagues as an excellent leader 
who encourages team work and coaches his team members 
into constantly developing their skills and reaching their 
highest potential.  When asked about the aspect he least likes 
about his work, he says that the appraisal system does not 
allow him to truly motivate and reward his employees as he 
is forced to specify only one employee as outstanding, even 
though he might have several outstanding people.

I believe constant motivation and encouragement is key.  I 
have been lucky to work with many dedicated people who 
always give their best to their jobs and having to acknowledge 
just one person is dif�cult,  he comments.

As a busy father of four, balancing the hectic demands of work 
and family life, Sanasiri recalls a turning point in his life when 
he realised that maintaining a healthy work-life balance is 
essential.

About seven years ago, I attended a course which discussed 
the importance of keeping a good work-life balance  
although I have always known that the most important thing to 
me is my family, I was giving the least time to them,  he says, 
noting that since that day he has made sure to keep family and 
work separate and dedicate as much time as possible to his 
wife and children.

In his spare time, Sanasiri loves to go �shing with his friends 
and travel to places with beautiful beaches.  e enjoys 
spending the weekend with his family and says he always 
makes sure to schedule short trips throughout the year to help 
him break his routine and reenergi e.

Position: Team eader xecutive Performance 
anagement
epartment: eadership evelopment 
ears at KPC: 11 years KPC, 5 years KOC

Key Accomplishments: part of the team which 
established Centre eadership evelopment, 
received many professional training courses in 
the �eld of evaluation and career development
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Renaissance is a word you don’t hear much 
anymore. When  you do hear the word 
“renaissance”, it conjures up images of historical 
�gures and of a period of time where women 
looked like Da Vinci’s Mona Lisa.

owever, within the KPC family, exists a modern 
day enaissance woman by the name of anan 
Al- ashash; a woman who has broad intellectual 
interests and is pro�cient in many �elds.  She is 
passionate about the �ner things in life: music, 
literature, art and interior design, but also has strong 
opinions and keeps a close eye on politics and the 
business world.

Al- ashash speaks elo uently about her love and 
profound appreciation for literature and music that 
move the soul and have the ability to provoke 

one’s emotions and imagination . escribing herself 
as iddle astern to the core , she recalls being 
captivated from a very young age by the intense 
words of famous iddle astern poets and the 
classical compositions and songs of iddle astern 
musicians.

Contrasting her interest in the arts, Al- ashash is 
a shrewd legal counselor who is regarded 

highly by her peers and supervisors.  
iewed as a deeply dedicated and 

determined member of the egal 
Affairs epartment, Al- ashash 
says her great respect and loyalty 
towards her work and colleagues 
is the driving force behind her 
achievements.

I’ve been working at KPC 
for 13 years and I feel like 
it’s my second home.  I have 

great relationships with my 
colleagues and I’ve been 

blessed to be part of 
a department with a 
familial atmosphere,  
she says.

When asked about 

Hanan Al-Hashash
Modern Day Renaissance

the accomplishment she is most proud of throughout 
her career, Al- ashash smiles as she professes that 
she cannot pinpoint one accomplishment as the best 
because, she says, she regards every project she 
worked on as an extension or part of herself and 
therefore she cannot choose one.

I take pride in everything I do because it motivates 
me to give my best always and constantly work on 
developing my skills,  she adds.

The devoted patriot says she also derives her 
motivation from her simple desire to give back to her 
country and contribute to the development of Kuwait 
in any way possible.

Al- ashash is very close to her family and considers 
her nephews and nieces her life’s joy.  

It may seem surprising to you but my eight-year-old 
niece is one of my best friends  she inspires me 
and makes me a better person,  she says.

A kid at heart, Al- ashash adds that if she was not 
working in her current �eld, she would have liked to 
work on �lm and art productions for children.

Interestingly enough, when asked about the reason 
why she chose to enter the legal �eld, Al- ashash 
said that when she was a teenager accompanying 
her mother to work in Kuwait niversity one day, the 
historic clock which stands outside the College of 

aw caught her attention and made her think deeply 
about studying law as a major later on.

I was mesmeri ed by its beauty; I felt intrigued and 
connected to the college.  rom that day, I knew I 
wanted to be a part of that place,  she says.

Spoken like a true renaissance woman.
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Position: egal Councelor
epartment: egal Affairs
ears at KPC: 12 

Key Accomplishments: aster’s egree in 
Commercial aw ( ondon), aster’s egree 
in nvironmental aw (Kuwait)
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is calm personality and perpetual smiling puts anyone 
at ease and makes them feel comfortable around him.  

Abdullah Al- akhail is a person that does not let life or 
work pressures take over his personality or jeopardi e 
his serene demeanor.  A self-proclaimed absolute 
optimist , Al- akhail says he approaches all problems 
in life with an open mind and a can-do  attitude.

Amidst the fast-paced, stressful beat of the professional 
world, his positivity is a breath of fresh air.  Al- akhail 
is celebrated by his department as a hardworking and 
deeply motivated employee who is always willing to go 
the extra mile.

I always try to give my best and see the best in 
others as well,  Al- akhail says labeling this trait as 
his biggest strength.  is great faith and unwavering 
belief in the goodwill of others is admirable, although 
he acknowledges that such an approach could bring 
about disappointment sometimes, he says he will never 
change.

A llah Al- a ha l
so e i is

Position: Of�cer mployee Bene�ts
epartment: Compensation 
ears at KPC: 9 

Al- akhail credits his father who he views as his inspiration 
for instilling strong values in him and for urging him to 
excel at everything he gets involved in.

y father taught me that respect is the most important 
thing and that everything else is materialistic and 
�eeting.  e taught me that friendships   and relationships 
should be cherished and that you should never be 
involved in anything if you’re not fully committed,  he 
says, commenting that he makes sure to maintain his 
connections with people because at the end of the day 
what counts is how he is viewed by his colleagues and the 
people surrounding him.

One of the main motivations behind Al- akhail’s 
commitment and eagerness to work hard every day is 
that he needs to prove that he can accomplish the same 
amount of work in six hours as another employee in eight 
hours, he says.  As the devoted father of a disabled child, 
Al- akhail leaves work early to care for his daughter and 
therefore makes sure all his tasks are done in a timely 
manner.

I don’t procrastinate because I like to leave work every 
day knowing that all tasks have been accomplished 
and that I can focus on my family and look forward to 
something new tomorrow,  Al- akhail adds.

Since joining KPC, Al- akhail has had a slew of impressive 
achievements.  At the beginning of his proli�c career, 
he took the initiative to send an e-mail with numerous 
suggestions to help enhance KPC’s processes to his 

xcellency the former inister of Oil r. ani Abdula i  
ussain during his tenure as C O of the corporation.  
ollowing the email, the former inister of Oil, met with 

him to praise his strong desire to affect change and 
develop the system.

Al- akhail also played an integral part in several of the 
Administration epartment’s leading initiatives and 
projects.
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“  think my department is e aggerating, ’m really not 
that ama ing,” are the hum le words that Mansour l
Mutairi prefaced his inter iew with.
An extremely modest and grounded person who believes his 
exceptional performance is nothing out of the ordinary, Al-

utairi is a man of many surprising interests who believes 
that nothing is impossible and everything could be learned.
Al- utairi fre uently delves into new things to try to broaden 
his hori ons and explore new hobbies, labelling himself as 
someone with a multifaceted personality.
I don’t believe that talented people are born gifted.  I believe 

anyone could be talented if they’re willing to put in the work,  
he says.
A dedicated father and hardworking employee, he tries to 
instil this same belief in his children and encourage them 
to tackle all obstacles with determination and faith that a 
solution exists for every problem.
Al- utairi is a thinker, a highly intellectual person who is 
always looking for his next project and enjoys developing his 
skills.  is latest personal project was to develop an iPad 
application to enhance children’s writing skills, after noticing 
that his son needed some training in that area.

ans  Al- a
 M i ace ed ersona i y

When asked about what motivates him to keep innovating and 
initiating new ideas, Al- utairi answers simply: enthusiasm.
After working in other places and being employed at KPC 

for several years, I am still enthusiastic about my work  I 
still have that �re to come up with something new,  he says.
 A true perfectionist, Al- utairi, says he does not settle for 
anything mediocre and strives to raise the bar higher each 
time, not only does he present new ideas but he makes every 
effort to enhance his previous initiatives because he says 
there is always room for improvement.
I always ask myself what can we do to make it better  And 

then try to look for that little something extra that would raise 
it to another level,  he adds.
Al- utairi’s most pri ed accomplishment and the one he is 
praised for the most is being part of the team which developed 
KPC’s online recruitment system that greatly bene�ted and 
eased the recruitment process for the uman esources 

epartment.
It’s important to create something of value,  he says.

Al- utairi adds that he is inspired by all success stories and 
successful people; he is a fre uent reader of self-help books 
and biographies and is intrigued by the life lessons of those 
who made it .  escribing himself as a book addict, Al- utairi 
says that his passion for reading enriched his life and gave 
him a well-rounded perspective to see the world from.
In addition to his favourite pastime, reading, Al- utairi says 
he usually dabbles  in many projects because he likes to 
keep learning new things.
A multifaceted personality indeed. 

Position: Analyst Computer Systems
epartment: Information Technology
ears at KPC: 2 years and  months

Key Accomplishments: eveloping KPC’s 
online recruitment system and employee 
statistics system for KPC & oil subsidiaries
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“ eople should ne er feel that they can’t gi e more ecause 
they always can.  Whene er you achie e something, you 
should already e looking for your ne t project,” ada 

ourisly says.
Brought up with the notion that a person should always aim 
higher whenever he accomplishes anything and never strive to 
present anything short of excellent, Bourisly always tries to �nd a 
way to further develop herself.
An independent woman with a convivial personality that makes 
people meeting her for the �rst time feel they have known her for 
years, Bourisly says she usually shies away from interviews and 
prefers to let her work speak for itself.
I was very surprised to be approached about this interview.  I 

really don’t think my achievements are exceptional,  she says.
Contrary to her statement, however, Bourisly has been part 
of many initiatives and committees in the Training & Career 

evelopment epartment and has spearheaded signi�cant
projects over the years.

a a sl
 assion or eo e

Bourisly is also deeply valued by her department and she is 
viewed as a diligent, trustworthy colleague.  espite the fact that 
Bourisly has been on study leave for a year and half to obtain 
a master’s degree in uman esources anagement, she has 
been uite busy handling several key assignments since her 
return �ve months ago.
I love being involved in many things because it allows me to 

meet new people and make connections across the oil sector.  
I’m a people-person and this is what I like most about my job,  
she says with a smile.
Bourisly adds that she takes the feedback about the training 
courses from employees to heart and feels personally 
responsible if the feedback was negative or if the employee 
believed the course was not up to par.
I feel disappointed because I feel that it’s my job to deliver the 

best of the best to the people in order to improve their skills,  
she stresses.
The self-labeled people-person  considers her job one of her 
passions which is why, she says, she strives to deliver work 
that exceeds expectations every time.  She adds that all the 
small achievements  throughout could not have been possible 

without the continued support of colleagues, line managers, and 
mentors who she says saw potential in her and guided her along 
the way.
Bourisly’s other passions include horseback riding and travelling, 
two hobbies which she speaks so fondly of.
To me, horseback riding gives me patience and con�dence  I 

don’t view it as just a sport.  Travelling is also another way to 
break my routine and I love visiting places out of the norm.  I 
have been all over the world but South ast and ast Asian 
countries are my favourite  I love and respect their people, 
the culture and food,  she says.
Bourisly emphasi es her belief that anything is achievable 
with passion and that one should always aim to reach his or 
her highest potential, noting a famous uote by the late Sheikh 

ayed bin Sultan Al ahyan:
We were like those who had climbed a mountain and reached 
the top. When we looked down we still wanted to go higher 

to reali e our goals. espite all the achievements, we still 
have an ambition for more,  she uotes, adding this is my 

way of looking at things.

Position: Assessor Training Assessment & easurement
epartment: Training Assessment & easurement 
ears at KPC: 6 years and 8 months

Key Accomplishments: eturn on Investment in Training 
Project
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e is a uiet, hard worker 
who prefers to stay out 
of the spotlight and does 
not like to oast a out his 
accomplishments.  ut 
don t mistake his desire 
to keep a low pro�le for 
inaction. y almost all 
accounts, he is one of the 
most ef�cient mem ers 
of his department  a 
force to e reckoned with, 
nonetheless.

ohammed Al- ishwat is a 
remarkable employee who 
has managed to grab the 
attention of his colleagues 
and supervisors in a short 
period of time. e joined 
KPC four years ago and has 
since been very committed to 
leaving a strong mark through 
his work.

The comfortable and non-
rigid work environment at 
KPC is what makes me 
strive to give more and 
prove myself,  he says as 
he explains the difference in 
atmosphere between working 
at KPC and in the bank where 
he was previously employed. 

The family atmosphere and 
the fact that there are no 
barriers between employees 
and management is really 
uplifting,  he says.

ha  Al- sh a
 ie  orce

Al- ishwat adds that his 
happiness and enthusiasm is 
also attributed to the fact that 
he is in his dream career  
which �ts perfectly with his 
lifelong fascination with 
technology.

I discovered my love for 
all things technological in 
high school, I would always 
be reading about the latest 
trends in technology and try 
to be updated on the latest 
gadgets,  he says.

Al- ishwat aspires to excel 
in all aspects and has a 
keen desire to become the 
best in all that he does, he 
says, adding that anyone 
who would like to become 
a person to watch  should 
work diligently and set a main 
goal for himself.

Work silently and eventually 
you will get noticed by your 
work  don’t do it just to show 
off.  When I was approached 
about this interview I thought 
it was a joke,  he laughs, but 
then when I realised it was 
serious I was �attered and 
very happy.  So, give it your 
all and respect everyone and 
eventually you will rise,  he 
adds.
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Position: Analyst nd ser Support & IT Admin
epartment: Information Technology
ears at KPC: 5
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t is always inspirational to see the relentless moti ation 
of others and their desire to pro e themsel es through 
producing an idea that will make a change. 

rom the initial months of his employment at KPC, ayef 
Al- ashidi says he wanted to work on a project that would 
truly bene�t the corporation and gain the con�dence of his 
colleagues and supervisors.

I love my job, I really do and that is simply why I wanted to 
create something which serves KPC such as the two apps I 
worked on.  I am very lucky to be working in a place where 
creativity and innovation is encouraged,  Al- ashidi says.

The very �rst project that Al- ashidi presented to his department 
was to design an of�cial iPhone & iPad application for KPC 
which was the �rst of its kind across the entire oil sector.  The 
idea was welcomed by the department and the application was 
released shortly thereafter.  ollowing the success of the �rst
application, Al- ashidi designed another application for KPC 
publications to facilitate the distribution of KPC maga ines and 
reports on a wider scale and to a larger audience.

rom the project’s inception until its last stages, my aim was 
always to present an end product that I can be proud of,  Al-

ashidi adds.

The motivation of Al- ashidi was born before he joined the KPC 
family.  Prior to working at KPC, he was employed in a different 
�eld but always had the dream of obtaining a position in one of 
the oil companies.  Thus, Al- ashidi explains, he started taking 

a  Al- ash
ea in  a e acy

Position: Analyst Computer Systems
epartment: Information Technology
ears at KPC: 2

Key Accomplishments: eveloping two iPad & 
iPhone applications for KPC

time off work to pursue his dream through enrolling himself in 
certi�ed courses that would assist him in being accepted at KPC.

veryone has to have a goal that pushes them to work harder 
and develop themselves further.  y goal was to be employed in 
the oil sector but now it has changed.  I want to excel at everything 
I do  and give all that I have towards accomplishing more 
things in the future,  Al- ashidi says overlooking the window.

onetheless, he adds, everyone needs someone to support and 
encourage them along the way.

or me, it’s my mother.  She is the �rst person I go to when I 
achieve anything and she would always be there to praise my 
efforts and urge me to continue doing my best,  he says with a 
smile illuminating his face.

Al- ashidi’s favourite saying �ts perfectly with his work ethics 
and truly conveys what he desires most in life.  rom the 
beginning of the interview until its end, he kept reiterating that 
he would like to leave an imprint that he would be remembered 
for years later.

At the end of your life, you will re�ect on what you have 
accomplished but you won’t remember everything.  ou will only 
remember certain moments that gave you inspiration,  he says, 
commenting that this is the reason behind his desire to perfect 
everything he does.
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ow can one ordinary person make a positive 

difference in this world  One way is the practice 
paying it forward.  While the steps might be 

simple, the outcome could create a sense of 
goodwill that changes the world. There is a spark 
of the collective consciousness in that, which 
heartens not only those people involved in the 
transaction but those who hear the story and pass 
it along. 

We met with four inspiring KPC employees who 
are committed to making a difference  big or 
small.  Take notes, these people are doing it right. 
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er passion for 
philanthropy seemed 
o erwhelmingly in 
control of her as she 
ela orately talked a out 
what she is doing, 
refusing to attri ute the 
accomplished work to 
none other ut the team.

Anan Al-Subaihi is a 
humanitarian activist who 
does not like to be under  
the spotlight and says she 
is simply performing her 
duty as a uslim towards 
the people who are suffering 
as a result of wars and 
revolutions that their 
countries are going through 
and also during the bitter 
years of oppression, hunger 
and injustice. The founder of 
the voluntary team Insani’ (humanist) describes the group as 
a Kuwaiti team which carries love for humanity and believes 

that it can make a change in the lives of people who became 
subject to dif�cult circumstances.

Al-Subaihi adds that the idea of establishing a team of human 
rights activists came after the volunteers embarked on some 
trips to the affected countries and realised that they are in dire 
need for someone to extend a helping hand  and stand up 
for their cause. The team that has recently been working to 
deepen the culture of giving back  adopted the issue of Syrian 
refugees in ebanon, ordan and Turkey, because as Al-
Subaihi says, the Syrian issue is a major humanitarian crime 
of this century that history will never forget.

Among the most important projects that were carried out by 
this team are: the establishment of two schools speciali ed 
in providing moral support to approximately 8  students 
from Syrian refugees in ordan to support them morally and 
psychologically; sponsoring 5  Syrian refugees in schools of 
Insani’ to perform mrah for a week; distribution of material 
and food aids for nearly 1,  Syrian families and 2  wounded 
Syrians in ordan; sponsoring 2  Syrian refugee students 
in ebanon for a full academic year; sponsoring giving birth 
to 1  Syrian children in ordan; and the establishment of a 
games arcade for the children of Syrian refugees in ordan.

evertheless, the team’s activity is not limited to the charitable 
trips made outside Kuwait. Insani  has organi ed many 
periodical trips for underprivileged families in Kuwait and 
have assisted nearly 1  families over two years by e uipping 
their homes with air conditioners, washing machines and 
refrigerators. Al-Subaihi says that these trips were of great 
help to the families in the month of amadan last year.

In spite of the abundant donations and contributions made 
by charitable people, the International Islamic Charitable 
Organi ation and the main partners of the team, the group still 
lacks specialised volunteers such as teachers, psychologists, 
educators, Islamic callers, professional photographers and 
trainers. Al-Subaihi emphasi es the importance of these 
disciplines because she says the team’s work also focuses on 
the mental and spiritual side of refugees.

As for the importance of volunteer and humanitarian work, Al-
Subaihi says that whoever does not give should not take , 
indicating that most of those people who are planning for 
success should think of volunteering and giving as the �rst step 
in their career because it bestows blessings on them  as our 
Prophet peace be upon him said ( e who helps his brother 
in need, od will help him when he is in need). Al-Subaihi 
adds that on the other hand the bene�ts to be reaped by the 
volunteers themselves are the huge life experiences they gain 
in a trip of no more than four days - not to mention the positive 
feelings all volunteers feel once they see a smile on the face of 
the people they have helped.

Anan Al- a h  
o nder o  nsani

Anan Al-Subaihi
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halid rahim �rmly elie es in gi ing rather than taking. 
e prefers to share than recei e and encourages olunteer 

work through engaging in charita le organi ations which 
promote social consciousness and cultural, en ironmental 
and community projects throughout uwait. 
A young man whose solid belief in the causes he is involved 
in becomes evident through his responses, Ibrahim is a strong 
advocate for the fair treatment of foreign labour workers in 
Kuwait and is a devoted friend of the four-legged, who attributes 
his concern about the welfare of humans, animals and the earth 
to his upbringing.

rom early on, my mother always tried to instil in me the value 
of giving back and has constantly pushed me to get involved in 
projects that will help make a difference,  he says.
Ibrahim’s modesty is admirable  most of his work colleagues 
were surprised to discover this humanitarian side of him as he 
is deeply private about his volunteer activities.  In fact, when 
approached about the interview, Ibrahim says he was initially 
hesitant to accept because he believes that talking about good 
deeds can sometimes take away from the practice because 
one’s goodwill does not need to be announced to the world.
Ibrahim is involved in several charities namely human rights 
organi ation roup 29 , a volunteer project for the beauti�cation
of Kuwait’s parks and neighbourhoods Surra  and Kaifan , 
and animal welfare organisation K’s Path.  The 25 year old is also 
helping establish Salmiya  and is working on his own personal 
initiative of collecting children’s books for the patients at Bayt 
Abdullah ospice.
I love the idea of the Surra  project. veryone 

would like to live in a clean area with green 
parks where their children can play  this 
project is dedicated to making that a 
reality.  One of the most satisfying 
experiences in volunteering is 
to see the effect your work has 
on other people and with this 
project we can see the joy of 
families watching us planting 
new grass and cleaning up 
neighbourhoods,  he says.
Ibrahim adds that volunteering 
has many bene�ts in addition to 
the profound joy of the people 
affected.
Being surrounded by many who 

are willing to share something 
with others and spread the 
passion of volunteering is a 
great feeling,  he says  adding 
that being involved in such 
organisations teaches 
one to be responsible, 

proactive  and inspires participants to see the brighter 
side of situations.

onetheless, Ibrahim says that although volunteering is 
gaining more public interest than previous years, public 
awareness and government support is still needed in 
order to motivate people to do something .

iving back to our communities and to Kuwait 
at large should be a nation-wide effort.  

People need to realise that there are 
many ways they can help  they just 

need to �nd an organisation or a 
cause that really moves them 

and that they’re passionate 
about,  he adds.

is favourite uote is a 
true perpetuation of his 
positive character.  

ven a smile is charity,  
he says, adding that 
an act of kindness 
does not need to be 
complicated  it could 
be as simple as a 
friendly smile that 
cheers someone 
up when they 
might be having a 
bad day.
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“We ha e een rought together y our lo e for uwait 
and the great desire within us to gi e ack something 
special which can contri ute to the promotion of 
national loyalty and e press how great our lo e and 
passion are for this precious land”, with these words 

aw i l assar egan talking a out his e perience 
with olunteering in the  national project “ uwait as 
the world s oil capital for ”.

Al- assar says that the idea behind this patriotic project 
and social movement managed by Kuwaitis united by one 
goal stemmed from the group’s desire to offer something 
special in recognition and appreciation of Kuwait’s 
unlimited giving . Al- assar adds that volunteer work is 

done willfully for nothing in return and is highly encouraged 
in Islam - as Allah the Almighty says: And whatever good 
you send before you for yourselves, you will certainly �nd
it with Allah, better and greater in reward .

The project Kuwait as the world s oil capital for 2 22  is 
carried out by young men and young women of Kuwait 
determined to place Kuwait in the ranks of developmentally 
and culturally developed nations. 

ou �nd us working closely together as one and bene�ting
from each other. Through my experience in this great 
project, I bene�ted a lot from engineers, teachers, and 
doctors in addition to the many friendships I made,  Al-

assar says, stressing that his experience with volunteer 
work in Kuwait as the oil capital for 2 22  is a successful 
experience by all standards and that the signs of its 
success gave him great enthusiasm and made him feel a 
greater sense of responsibility.

At the end of the interview, Al- assar adds that he has had 
many memorable experiences in volunteer work such as 
the youth project O AC and the radio Oh amal  which 
is run by Kuwaiti youth and many others. 

I wish everyone can go through this uni ue experience 
and see how happy they will be when providing something 
useful for our beloved nation,  he said.

a  Al- assa  
My o e or ai  o i a es 
e o o n eer
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oura l Duaijani joined  in  and has always 
stri ed to make a difference through her work as 
well as her community ser ice. l Duaijani started 
olunteer work with L  and she said that “gi ing 

for no return is just a feeling that pro ides you with 
self satisfaction and makes you realise that there are 
things in life that are more important than the material 
possessions such as the human connection.”

Al- uaijani adds that for a very long time, she searched 
for the suitable place to volunteer and exert all of her 
energy into something useful and bene�cial to Kuwait and 
the world at large. 

oyac seemed to be the best �t for me as it allows me 
to volunteer and at the same time exercise one of my 
dreams - teaching and supervising a group of students,  
she says.

Al- uaijani adds that she worked at oyac as chairwoman 
of the consumer awareness committee of Al- u aini 
Company where she supervised 11 students, and worked 
on an awareness project that shows the disadvantages of 
excessive consumption of technological devices. 

When talking about the dif�culties she faced in her 
volunteering journey, she says that when a person takes 
part in volunteer work he sacri�ces other things such as 
the time that should be spent with the family, to go out with 
friends or ful�ll social obligations, adding that �nding the 
balance is sometimes tiresome.

It is tiring but the fatigue you feel simply disappears as 
soon as you see the results and the change made in 
yourself and those around you,  she says.

As for the Kuwaiti youth, Al- uaijani gives them this piece 
of advice I advise all young people to get involved in 
volunteer work and invest their tremendous energy 
into something of value. olunteer work makes you 
a better human being and encourages you to raise 

a Al- a an
 Mas erin  e r  o  i in  ac

yourself and your mentality above menial matters and 
rearrange your priorities. I am also one of those who �rmly
believe in the saying give and you shall receive , she 
adds.

The volunteer enthusiast further said that she recently 
joined the team of KACC , a voluntary foundation 
interested in taking care of ill children in hospitals because 
she says there is nothing in the world that lifts one’s spirit 
more than helping other people; so, just imagine what if 
that other person is a child who needs your help, love and 
care , she says.
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Insani kw

Insani Kw

Insani kw

To participate:

Surra , ortuba , 

ishref , Kaifan , 

anta a

or donations:
Al-Ahli Bank of Kuwait - alleria 2  Branch

ame: Ayeshah Waleed Al- umai i
Account umber: 626- 68911- 1
IBA : KW 2ABKK 626 68911  1 
To volunteer: volunteers kspath.org   

Tel: 965  222   
otline: 965  18 83
ax: 222 3  965
-mail: info iico.org

or more information:
Tel: 965 - 222 6999

-mail:  info bacch.org
volunteer bacch.org

 -mail : info insani-kw.org

H   an H l
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ome employees ne er truly lea e  e en after they start 
working somewhere else ecause of the huge oid they lea e 

ehind in their department.  esma l assar is one of those 
people.  n e ceptional employee who was deeply moti ated 
and dedicated to her work with the testament of all who worked 
with her  she was a force to e reckoned with.  lthough l

assar chose to lea e  and pursue other endea ours, the 
positi e marks she made in the Media Relations Department 
during her time at  ha e not een forgotten.   We caught up 
with l assar to learn more a out her life after 

ow is your day now after lea ing the realm of the oil sector
The day is no different as I get up in the morning, children go to 
school, I go to work until the afternoon, and at  the end of the working 
hours I come back to meet my children and husband at home. 

owever, what became different is how I feel when I get up in the 
morning and go to work as when I was working under the umbrella of 
KPC I used to feel I was going to meet and work with my colleagues 
who had become my friends and relatives; but now I ve come to 
feel that I am going to strain and challenge to reach my career goal.
What is the nature of your current work
I manage all matters related to the identity and logo of the company 
as I set out the standards and basic principles that would make sure 
that the corporate identity and logo are maintained such as colors, 
designs and texts. I also monitor, audit and approve everything 
bearing the logo of the company, whether printed or electronic, 
and this includes all internal and external advertisements and 
communications.

ow has your pre ious work e perience in the oil sector 
affected your new life
Working in the oil sector is like an open school where a person 
can learn and train in whatever and whenever he she wants. It is 
a golden opportunity for those who in a correct manner can take 
advantage of the learning �eld in the oil sector because the learning 
and training I received in the oil sector are invaluable as I took all 
that I have learned, put it into practice and am acting according to it.
What difference did you �nd etween your life at the orporation 
and your worklife now
The work environment and culture are uite different. At the 
Corporation, there is friendship, intimacy and trust between 
colleagues as work relations last throughout the career life of the 
KPC employee. owever, in the private sector with its fast-paced 
style and �uctuations in the business, there is no much room for 
establishing stable relationships as the duration of employment for 
an employee usually does not exceed a few years in a company of 
the private sector.
What are the main pros and cons in your new workplace 
compared with 
Production is noticeable in the private sector and the outcome 
of your work is directly seen whether in the form of acceptance, 
success, rejection or failure; so there is no room for doing a job just 

s a Al- assa
n nd rin  rin

to create work as time, effort and money are all taken into account 
and this ensures concentration and mastery of the acts that would 
bring about the company s success in moral and material manner. In 
spite of all that, I still miss my colleagues in the Corporation.
What are the most important achie ements that you made in 
your new workplace
I founded a new special section in the company to deal with 
monitoring all matters relating to the corporate identity; so I set out 
administrative principles and procedures that gives me a way to 
control the company s identity in a professional manner.
We are uite interested to know more a out the two logs you 
esta lished as a creati e outlet and your decision to share your 
two passions  writing and food with the world. an you tell us 
a it a out that
ifedemiraged, I started this blog after an incident I experienced 

where I was denied something I wished for. I wanted to prove to 
myself that I don t need anyone s acknowledgment and that the 
world is full of opportunities. I didn t know what to expect and I am 
still surprised of the feedback. The blog helped me release the fear 
of sharing my writings and encouraged me to go back to an old 
writing piece - a very short novel- that I have now completed and 
aim to share in the near future.

illas, is a project I ve had in mind for many years. I personally 
see cultures and people through what they eat and how they eat. I 
realised that I know plenty of the food cultures of different societies, 
but I wasn t sure of my own. I live this culture in its modern form, 
but I wanted to understand where it stems from - its history. The 
foods that I eat and enjoy now, where did it all come from. I know 
that the best way to learn about something is to write a book about 
it. But a book is a lengthy process in terms of publishing and costs. 
So I decided to start it as a blog. It will take time because it involves 
interviewing people and setting appointments. But I promise you I 
will complete it. And who knows maybe one day it becomes a book

ny parting remarks
I would like to thank all my colleagues and supervisors at the 
Corporation for this interview, and I am proud that I was someday 
one of their colleagues. I do not forget the kind act done to me by 
the Corporation and my dear supervisors Bu Saud, Bu ussein and 
especially Bu Khalid. I wish the Corporation maintains its glamour 
that it has long been known for it.
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ow has the trip een so far
It has been a great and very exciting trip.
What  are the 
speci�cations of eing a 
lifestyle coach
I conduct a session for one 
hour, once a week with 
each client for three months 
at least. life coaches can 
be described as a mix of a 
counselor and a therapist, 
but we re not doctors. A 
girl once told me that a life 
coach is like a paid best 
friend .

our life seems ery 
hectic. ow do you 
manage to run your own 

usiness and maintain an 
acti e social life

y project takes a lot of my 
time; so I know that there 
are only 2  hours in a day and that is why I m trying to keep 
a balance by prior planning for all daily matters. Such prior 
planning for my time saves me getting late to my work and 
increases my productivity.

a ing gained huge e periences together with so many 
memories, friends and great relationships, she left the 

orporation, taking away with her a lot of knowledge to 
sow in a new land that would sprout a special dream of her 
own. er name is still the talk of the town as e ery ody who 
has known her is stunned y the tremendous achie ement 
she has made, simply ecause she is now a leader in the 
�eld of lifestyle and usiness administration coaching, 
working for the  Mars Venus oaching  company, 
which includes a out  certi�ed and carefully selected 
coaches around the world and is headed y Dr. ohn ray, 
the author of the glo ally most famous and highest selling 

ook Men re from Mars, Women re from Venus .  Dalal 
l enaie’s transformation is truly inspiring, pi uing our 

interest to learn more a out her e citing career
Why did you decide to uit a secure jo  at  to pursue 
your dream
It was my dream that I had not been aware of till I began to 
look for my passion. I left the Corporation in spite of my love for 
my job in the sales department. owever, when I once made a 
uestionnaire about compatibility of the brain with the heart, I 

reali ed then that my mind and my heart do not go in the same 
direction.

ow did you start this unfamiliar profession in uwait and 
how did you manage to get this important  agency of 
Mars Venus oaching  company
I ve been a big fan of the series book en Are from ars, 
Women Are from enus  by the renowned author r. ohn 

ray. This has been one of the best selling series books in the 
world in recent years. In order to achieve self-development, I 
was introduced to r. ohn ray personally, and then I was 
selected and trained by the company arch enus  for 
global coaching. This company is one of the most popular and 
successful companies speciali ed in the development of all 
areas of human life, which include: daily life, small projects and 
management of large companies.
Based on the need for having such a service in Kuwait, I got a 
general agency from ars enus of the global training.
What was the feed ack you recei ed when you told people 
you wanted to e a life coach
I am fortunate to be surrounded by people who love and 
encourage me. I thank od and thank all my loved ones who 
supported and heartened me to engage courageously in this 
line of work. I would also like to extend special thanks to my 
family and friends who have played a signi�cant role in the 
decision I made to become a  life coach.

ow has your work in the oil sector affected your new life
I started as an engineer. I like engineering as it considerably 
resembles the way I deal with things. oving from Kuwait Oil 
Company to Kuwait Petroleum Corporation taught me many 
skills based on our dealings with different people as I recall a 
dialogue I had once with one of my colleagues when she said 
Successful people are those who can deal successfully with 

all types of personalities . So, the ability to speak, persuade, 
and communicate on a daily basis while maintaining smooth 
relations is something to be learned. y work in the KPC taught 
me all those things.

alal Al- na
ro  n ineerin  
o rainin  
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Rug y is a team sport that is ery widespread in 
the world, especially in rance and the ritish sles 
such as the former ritish colonies  ustralia, ew 
ealand and outh frica . he latter won the World 
up in . 

Rug y is also one of the sports that re uire a lot of 
physical strength and ais l Dou  is one of s 
employees who practice this sport that is not widely 
known in our society. We inter iewed l Dou  to 
learn more a out this great sport.

an you tell us a little a out rug y and its rules
It is a violent sport that re uires physical strength and the 
team consists of 15 players: the players who are in mid�eld
and forward positions need to be of physical strength and 
the players who are in the back positions are usually 
uick.  ormally, the game consists of two halves, each 

of  minutes; the goal is to get the ball over the 
opponent s line and with the ball getting 

there the team gets 5 points and 
an additional kick, which if 

scored by the player, the 
team gets two points; 
so, the total will be 
seven points. 

ach coach 

a s Al-
 or e o e
o  R y

has three substitutes other than the forced substitutions. This is 
in addition to the red card which means sending the player off 
and the yellow card which is different from other sports as in 

ugby it means sending the player off for 1  minutes after which 
the player comes back to resume playing.

ow did you �rst get in ol ed in this game
In college in the nited States, I used to practice boxing there 
and found out that the sport of boxing in America is different from 
what we have here; so I decided to practice another hobby and a 
friend advised me to try rugby. I tried it especially as I was looking 
for a sport that re uires physical force and endurance. Therefore, 
I decided to practice it only for one month, but I loved it much so 
I decided to continue with it. That was in 2 5.

ou told us it is a iolent sport. Did you e perience any 
injuries

very game I play I sustain injuries. or example, in a match I 
broke a �nger in addition to bumps and bruises all over my body.

What are the dif�culties in this sport
The dif�culties are in the absence of an of�cial union for the 
game as well as the lack of support; so, we have to pay from 
our own money for such things as tickets and other expenses.

a e you e er participated in tournaments
es I participated with Kuwait ational ugby Team 

in 2 8 in the ulf championship and we came in 
second place.

an you tell us a out a memora le situation 
you had in a match
In a match I was sent off by virtue of a yellow 
card and I think I didn t deserve it. So, by the 
rules, I was sent off for ten minutes, allowing 
the opposing team to score a goal against us.
What would you like to ad ise others
I would advise the employees of KPC to 
practice this game because it is fun and has 
different kinds of challenges.
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he uwaiti society a ounds with e ceptional women with high 
potential in many areas  political, social, health and sports  who 
made great imprints in the uwaiti society. mong the prominent 
female personalities is Mona l Wa an who has a passion for 
sports especially water sports and has een placed in high 
ramks amongst her peers in the same �eld.

ell us a out the sportswoman Mona l Wa an
I grew up in a sports family which created a stimulating and supportive 
environment for me since early childhood and this developed in me 
a passion for many sports, especially water ones. I participated in 
many sporting events throughout the various stages of my education 
but my passion for the sport of rowing is what took me to participation 
in several international sporting events as I participate in many 
championships at local and global levels, perhaps the most important 
of them are:
Championship of Italy 2 2, Championship of Austria 2 3,  iver 

ige Championship in cuador  2 5, Kuwait Championship 2 8, 
atar Championship 2 9, and Britain and Belgium Championship 

for Coastline owing.
Although this is my favourite sport, yet I wished I could participate in 
different games; therefore I have recently turned to focus more on 
jogging. y most outstanding participations in this sport were in the 
two events Kuwait arathon  and We un Kuwait .

uwait Marathon  and We Run uwait  seems e citing.
es, my �rst of�cial participation in the running competition was in 

Kuwait arathon in ovember 2 12 which was attended by  
runners from various Arab countries, and it included three races 
for the following distances: 1  km  a half marathon (21 km)  and 

arathon ( 2 km). I personally took part in the half marathon and 
thank od I was able to win fourth place.

ollowing that achievement, I was invited to participate in We un 
Kuwait  which is a national sports event with the aim of promoting 
healthy living and the importance of exercise. It also marked ational 

ay and iberation ay; therefore it was an opportunity for all of us to 
express our love for Kuwait. 
The team was divided into two sub-teams, the �rst one covered the 
complete distance without interruption, and I thank od for blessing 
me to be a member of this team. The second sub-team was supporting 
us by covering the distance through running relay at sporadic intervals 
interspersed with periods of rest We were able to cover a distance of 
2  kilometers from the northern borders of Kuwait starting from Al-
Abdali port to the southern borders of Kuwait down to Al- uwaisib 
port over �ve days from ebruary 23 to ebruary 2  going through 
our national days.
On day three of this event, an activity that holds sublime meanings 
was carried out so as to provide support for patients with autism 
through a mini race starting from the Scienti�c Center till the entistry 
Tower for a distance of approximately  km to express our solidarity 
with people suffering from this disease and the willingness of the 
community to take care of them.

 na Al- a an
 n raordinary

or s o an

What are the dif�culties that you encountered in the competition
We faced many dif�culties, but thank od who enabled us to overcome 
them. irst of all, those dif�culties are divided into challenges related 
to the sport itself in that its exercises are different from what I am used 
to and so re uire a great deal of endurance in addition to some minor 
injuries that we sustained; and into other dif�culties related to the nature 
and climate of the path that we followed, including sudden �uctuations
in the weather. On the other hand, among the major dif�culties that 
we encountered was the need to balance participation in this activity 
with work commitments, especially because I was on mission working 
outside the country until the night before the start of events, giving me 
no chance to get some rest after the fatigue of travel.

ny last words
I would like to thank everyone 
who helped and gave us moral 
and monitary support, singling 
out my family with my thanks 
because they gave me support 
and encouragement. Also, I 
thank the organi ing team and 
police who accompanied us for 
the entire distance to ensure our 
safety. I would also like to thank 
all those who participated with 
us in the event and everyone 
who delivered the national and 
social message that we wanted 
to deliver through this event.
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dula i  l ultan, captain of the oil comple , lo es the sea and 
�shing. e says he feels as if there is something missing if he does 
not go out �shing e ery week and �nds pleasure in the sea as it is his 
passion. eep reading to learn more a out the captain oukhatha  
and his marine eginnings.

What made you lo e �shing so much

I started when I was at the age of �ve through my father’s encouragement 
and at the age of ten my father started to take me with him on his �shing
trips. Then my dad bought me Al-houri (a small cruiser) to go to the sea 
rowing alone when I was 12 years old and that was in 19 5. I learned and 
developed my �shing skills by myself and after Al-houri I purchased an 
engine cruiser, but the engine was battery-operated. rom time to time, I 
bought a cruiser larger than the previous one until I bought the 29-ft cruiser 
i currently own.

Where do you usually go �shing

I always go �shing in the south near the islands arouh, Om Al- ardem, 
and ou Al-Beldani as I am a specialist in that area and Al- uah because I 
�nd in it fun and challenging as �shing in those areas is no easy feat.

What is the difference etween northern and southern �sheries

The difference is in the uality of �sh available in each area and also in 
depth as the south part is deeper than the north part. Also, the �shing
techni ue differs as each of them has its time limit and the thickness of the 
used thread varies.

 s a o s o a a
A la  Al- l an
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a le tennis is one of the most popular sports in terms of 
entertainment and ri alry  it is also one of the most current 
sports where players compete in teams, singles or dou les 
contests. mployee li l andari is one of uwait s national 
heroes and the captain of its national team.  ere, we learn 
more a out his lo e for this game that re uires the player to 

e e uipped with agility and speed of intuition. 

an you tell us a out how you started playing ta le tennis

The early start was at home by one of my brothers who had 
designed a table tennis in the house because he was a plastic 
artist at the time. So, I moved to youth centers then to the Coast 
(Sahel) Club which I joined in 1981 and continued there till 2 8. 
In 198  I made my �rst achievement when I came in second place 
in the schools tournament. Afterwards, with the success granted to 
me by Allah, most of my scores went up to the �rst places and I won 
in the different age groups in local competitions.

In 1992, I went to study abroad and thus stopped playing locally until 
1998, but I never stopped playing the game as I used to practice 
it in university tournaments where I came in �rst place. ater, a 
second-class team made me an offer to join it and I  continued with 
that team for a period of time. Thankfully, I gained good points for 
the team as I did not lose any of the games I played for them. Then 
I joined the team in the Premier eague and this was the reason I 
maintained or rather developed my performance.

What are some of the championships that you won

I joined the national team in 1982 and the �rst championship I 
participated in was held in 1983 in Saudi Arabia where I was 
not lucky and I did not win any leading place. After that, I 
participated in the International Championship of ungary 
under 1  years old when the national team won the third place 
as well as other foreign ulf and Arab championships in 
which I came in leading places.

Which championship is the dearest to your heart and why

The dearest one is the ( lite Championship for Arabs Cup) 
1989 in iyadh, where the best Arab players competed with 
each state represented by two players with the exception of 
some high-rated countries as each of them was represented 

Al  Al- an a
a iona  a e ennis ero

by  players. What makes it special is that my �rst match in this 
championship was against the Arab champion who was an Ira i 
player; so this match was �erce and nerve-wracking to me. But, 
thank od, I managed to defeat him when I was only 1  years old. 
This win built up a strong reputation for me.

ny tips for those reading this inter iew

I advise everyone who has a hobby not to neglect it but rather seek 
to develop it because sports above all is bene�cial to the body; 
movement reduces morbidity and will bring positive results in all 
cases.
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very person has his or her own hobbies, interests, inclinations 

and passions that constitute and de�ne their uni ue characters; 
interests that are an extension of themselves and usually reveal the 
hidden sides of their personalities.

mployees at KPC spend eight hours (or more) at work and by 
taking a tour of the corporation’s of�ces, it becomes evident that 
most employees personali e their cubicles and make them more 
like their own private cocoons �lled with intriguing collectables.

ven after working hours, seeing the of�ces without their 
occupants, we came to know and hear them  without words and 
without physically meeting them.  Their of�ces speak for them: 
some said family comes �rst , I like to travel , I m a pure eal 

adrid fan , fashion excites me , nature inspires me  and a lot 
more.
We learned that to them, it is more than just an of�ce; it is their 
second home which resembles them and re�ect their characters.

ere is a collection of pictures taken of some of the most beautiful 
and colourful of�ces at the corporation  both literally because 
of their uni ue style and �guratively because of the stories they 
narrated about their owners.

n
 H

Sultan Assad

oura Al- ukhai eem Sara Bunian 

udaina Al- ulla
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eena Al-Obaid

Aisha Al-Sharhan

Sara Al- agher

ussaiba Al- unaidi
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 day in the life a 
security of�cer

ou see them e ery day, interact with them on a regular 
asis, and not a day passes without them rendering you 

a ser ice or greeting you good morning. ut how is their 
typical day like  Li e a day in their shoes through this fun 
feature.

mployees parking in the multi-level parking complex are 
used to starting their mornings with a warm greeting from the 
security in charge, Awadh Abdulrasool. Admirably, the long 
years serving KPC, he joined in the year 1991, have created 
a sense of amiability and familiarity between Abdulrasool and 
KPC employees; Abdulrasool says that he knows almost all 
of them by name or face, and adds, with a huge grin, that the 
love of KPC staff members is one of the things he values most 
in his life. 

When does your work day normally start  

I normally come to work at 5:3  or 6 Am. 

What is your daily work routine  

I start my day making rounds in the various levels making sure 
that things are in order. The parking starts slowing �lling up by 
6:3  A  and reaches its peak by :15 A . 

What are the challenges of the jo  

I don’t know if I can really describe them as challenges. Since 
we have designated parking in several levels I make sure 
that no one parks in these allocated parking spaces and no 
car is blocking the road. We have to act when we receive 
a complaint and sometimes we need to block a parking if 
someone repeatedly parks in designated areas. It is a routine 
work but I have come to take joy in this daily routine. 

What does your day end  

y shift ends by 1:3  P  and I hand over my tasks to my 
colleague and inform him of any updates or new instructions 
that I received during the day.  

What do you lo e most a out your jo

I love everything about my job, and I am very indebted to KPC 
for treating me with utmost respect throughout the years. I 
love the fact that my job allows me to meet people every day 
and I take joy in seeing new people joining KPC and seeing 
the company grow and prosper. 

A 
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he phone simply doesn’t stop ringing in the phone 
operator room located in the asement. Mahmoud ahmi 
is li ing proof that it takes a certain temperament to e a 
phone operator. 

espite the incessant calls, ahmi maintains his cool and 
unfailingly cracks a joke with one caller or in uires about their 
health and family. When asked about the number of calls he 
receives in a day, he laughs that he stopped counting after 
just two months since starting his job. e uips that he doesn’t 
answer any calls at home and asks his family to keep the 
phone on mute when he’s home because he cannot bear to 
hear the phone ringing at home.

an you descri e what a typical day at work looks like  

rom the moment I start work at  A , the phone starts ringing 
and simply does not stop ringing. y day is spent answering 
all calls, redirecting calls, giving callers information that they 
need or phone numbers they are searching for. 

ad the automated operator ser ice helped lessen the 
load in any way  

It helped a bit but the majority of people are used to us taking 
their calls and redirecting them so the difference is not really 
that major to our work load. 

What do you like most a out your jo  

People  I am a very friendly person and I like it that my job 
allow me to interact with people all day long. 

What is the downside of your work

It is just the two of us aila and I manning the desk so we need 
to sit all day long to take the calls. Being seated in my desk all 
day long has caused me to get in�icted with severe neck pains 
which I ignored for a long time till it �nally escalated to a disc in 
my neck. I now take extra care to take short breaks and walk 
for a bit and lead a more active lifestyle after work.

We notice that you like to joke uite a lot with your callers and 
break ice almost instantly.

I have learned early on that humour is the best stress antidote. 
ou can either work in highly stressful atmosphere or make 

work fun and enjoyable. I chose the latter. I consider all KPC 
employees to be my friends and colleagues, and I like to 
brighten up their days in whatever small way I can. 

ah
ah

 day in the life of 
phone operator 

•••
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ow do ideas originate and why is a uestion no one will be 
able to answer, not because they can’t but because when 
we analyse things, sometimes we risk losing some of their 
splendour and our admiration for them.  Therefore, when it 
comes to Th’habah , all we can say is that it is you who stand 
behind it.

When we, the edia elations epartment, saw that our ties 
with you are overshadowed with formality, our imagination 
urged us to do something that would deepen the relationship 
between us and KPC employees at large and make us closer 
to you  and to whatever interests you. Th’habah  came to us 
as a perfect solution.

h n  h  n s
 h ha ah

It all started with initial steps - beginning with intensive 
lengthy meetings which continued for weeks, where we 
provided initial proposals, then made amendments to 
these proposals, then cancelled them altogether to come 
up with new proposals that serve our purpose more.  In 
the end, between our brainstorming sessions and fervent 
discussions, the idea of this maga ine came about.

ollowing our agreement on the idea of Th’habah , we met 
with several advertising agencies to �nd the best �t.  We 
were searching for someone that had the potential to not 
only meet but would exceed our expectations and level of 
ambition. nter Abdulra a  Al-Shamali, a creative young 
Kuwaiti man whom we met midway and inspired us with his 
est and creativity.
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As for our photo shoots for the publication that resembled, if not surpassed, 
ollywood shooting sessions where the artistic lens of the wonderful Tayseer 

Al- amad captured shots of staff members who took part in the session with a 
big welcome and an even bigger smile. We are touched by their kindness and 
are �lled with gratitude for their participations.

ow, the interviews with the guests of the �rst issue, was a different experience 
- not only because of the extensive preparation which preceded them, but 
also because we touched upon new topics never discussed before. We felt 
honoured to have them talk to us honestly, share with us special stories and 
tell us about their close memories.

Th’habah started off as a simple idea to connect us to one another and ended 
as a true labour of love from our side and yours.  Thank you for letting us in 
and enriching the pages of our priemer issue and our great experiences.
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Our Contributors… an  o
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ayseer l amad
is creativity and artistic sense exudes throughout the ama ing photographs 

provided in the maga ine.
www q8trips com

Tayseer Art

ader l Wa an
ow could work be done without animation with impressive music that re�ects

what is inside us towards you  Our department’s �lm director was the driving 
force behind the inspiring Closer to ou  video.

Mohamed mran
�Our epartment’s photographer who was in charge of shooting some sites and 
personalities in the maga ine, his patience and positivity was refreshing.

� eam h’ha ah
ara l Dagher, oura l Duaijani, hahad l Rashidi, 
Mohammmed l mi, Dharey li, Rawa i l anay

Malik ajid
The edia elations epartment’s web developer: an imaginative force who 
prefers to work silently and let his work do the talking.


